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and parents to live and learn. Our goal is to promote academic excellence and enhance the student's spiritual, social, physical and emotional development. We are committed to improving the lives of students and families in our community. Learn more. Welcome to Bowling Green's Lakeview Elementary School Bowling Green’s Lakeview Elementary School is a community of learners and dedicated staff members committed to the teaching and learning of each child. We embrace the

pedagogical philosophy of integration, developing an awareness and understanding of the diversity in our community. We believe in nurturing the minds, hearts, and souls of the children entrusted to our care. We believe that the early experience of a child affects learning for life. A faculty of teachers is committed to working with children in ways that help them to grow, learn and develop. Educators are genuinely committed to a child’s educational success. Children are passionate about
learning. An environment of care and concern allows children to explore and develop. Strong relationships between teachers and students provide a fertile ground for the learning process. Teachers aim to create learning experiences that are valuable, meaningful and personally relevant. Our structure is organized around small classes that allow students to work cooperatively and be included in all parts of the school community. Teachers collaborate with staff to strengthen instructional programs

and resources. Learning is flexible and open-ended to meet individual needs and interests. Bowling Green’s Lakeview Elementary School is consistently one of the top schools in the region. In the 2009-2010 school year, the school achieved the "gold" level in performance on the Kentucky Academic Performance Test (KAPT) and was recognized as one of the top 100 schools in the state. In 2010,
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changed the title to give more context to my question. I want to share a collection of strings between multiple tasks and services. The idea being that the strings could change, they need to be able to be read. I have a strings.json file which is in the project (a.net core web app) and it is an object with string properties that is parsed into multiple strings. In my program.cs i have an initialisation function public void Configure(IApplicationBuilder app, IHostEnvironment env,
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